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Introduction 
 
Welcome to Partner Place, powered by Americas’ SAP Users’ Group (ASUG). ASUG Partner Place 
is an extension of our member community, a place where customers can share implementation 
experiences with healthy dialogue intended to strengthen the partner-customer engagement, 
share lessons learned, and create opportunities for improved collaboration amongst all of us.  
 
We encourage partners to get their customers engaged by assessing an implementation they 
have completed. And we invite customers to communicate their expectations and feedback for 
mutual benefit. 
 
We know that more information results in better-informed decisions―not just on choice of 
partner but, moreover, on overall project management and decisions on direction, timelines, 
and sequencing. The dialogues on Partner Place should be mutually respectful and in line with a 
community perspective on continuous improvement of implementation results. 
 
Following is an overview and a set of frequently asked questions. 

 

 

Overview 
 
FIND a partner by name, location, or product―no login required. 
 
READ reviews (click on # of reviews)―no login required. 

Get information about the company (click on company)―no login required. 

Are you a partner? CLAIM your company―using your SAP Partner ID.  
 
Are you a customer ramping up for a project? READ reviews to learn about partners. 
 
Are you a customer who completed an implementation? WRITE A REVIEW―In your comments, 
specify the product implemented and the solution. 

 

Are you the reviewed partner? REPLY TO A REVIEW―Available only if logged in and only if you 
are the Partner Place owner for your company. 
  

http://www.asug.com/
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FAQs 
 

How do I find Partner Place? 

Does any of this feedback reach SAP and SAP SuccessFactors? 

Do other partners have access to see customer rankings of other partners? 

Can SAP and SAP SuccessFactors have accounts to see the rankings and use that data? 

Can Partner Place connect customers and partners to have productive live discussions about the 

implementation? 

I’m frustrated by the online discussion and there is a definite communication gap. Can ASUG 

help me resolve this? 

Does Partner Place capture what was implemented or changed in the project that is being 

evaluated? 

Does ASUG have a plan to pilot/monitor/adjust the tool? 

I’m a partner. How did ASUG get our profile information? 

I support SAP customers but I am not in the directory. 

My partner data is not accurate. How do I make changes? 

How do I change the owner of my partner data in Partner Place? 

How can I escalate a complaint about Partner Place? 

How do I change the owner of my partner data in Partner Place? 

Will my review of the partner remain confidential? 

Are these partners all certified SAP Partners? 

As a customer, who in my company should―or may―enter a review of a partner in Partner 

Place? 

I’m a customer of a large firm which has several partner entries in Partner Place. How do I know 

which one to choose for my review? 

Are we capturing what was implemented or changed in the project that is being evaluated? 

Will my review of the partner remain confidential? 

Does any of this feedback reach SAP and SAP SuccessFactors? 

Can SAP and SAP SuccessFactors have accounts to see the rankings and use that data? 

Can we connect customers and partners to have productive live discussions about the 

implementation? 

I’m frustrated by the online discussion and there is a definite communication gap. Can ASUG 

help me resolve this? 

http://www.asug.com/
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Does ASUG have a plan to pilot/monitor/adjust the tool? 

How can I escalate a complaint about Partner Place? 

Are these partners all certified SAP Partners? 

 

 

 

  

http://www.asug.com/
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FAQs 
 

How do I find Partner Place? 
 

Link from asug.com and from the HR Community page. 
Direct link will be www.partnerplace.asug.com. 
Eventually, links will be posted to SAP’s partner look-up and SAP SuccessFactors community. 
 

Return to top 
 
 

Does any of this feedback reach SAP and SAP SuccessFactors?  
 

SAP employees are “general users”; we are not notifying them of any feedback in the system. 
This system is independent of SAP.  
 

Return to top 
 
 

Do other partners have access to see customer rankings of other partners?  
 

Anyone can see rankings and reviews. This is completely open―like Trip Advisor or Microsoft 
Pinpoint. 

 
Return to top 

 

  

Can SAP and SAP SuccessFactors have accounts to see the rankings and use that data?   
 

SAP can use whatever is public. 
 

Return to top 
 

 

Can Partner Place connect customers and partners to have productive live discussions 
about the implementation?    
 

http://www.asug.com/
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Partner Place does not provide contact information. Customers and partners are encouraged to 
use Partner Place for constructive discussions. Partner Place is intended to be an open, social 
dialogue, but partners and customers can take their conversation offline with a simple request 
to do so (e.g., “Please contact me here [contact information], I’d like to rectify it”. 
 
For example, customers have a checkbox: “You can contact me to talk to me about this review”.  
And partners can enter a similar contact request. Conversations take place between the 
designated and registered user of Partner Place on both sides. 
 

Return to top 
 
 

I’m frustrated by the online discussion and there is a definite communication gap. Can 
ASUG help me resolve this? 
 

In the event you cannot successfully resolve your concerns one-on-one, partner to customer, 
email ASUG at PartnerPlace@asug.com. We will determine whether each party has followed 
Partner Place protocol and mediate the situation. 

  
Return to top 

 

 

Does Partner Place capture what was implemented or changed in the project that is 
being evaluated?   
 

You can select a product from the list provided. In the case of SAP SuccessFactors, for example, 
SAP SuccessFactors is the HR product.  
 
Rankings are simple: one to five stars.  
 
Customer comments can reference specifically which module the partner has implemented.  

 
Return to top 

 
 

Does ASUG have a plan to pilot/monitor/adjust the tool?  
 

The pilot is with SAP SuccessFactors―and we’ll open it up to all products moving forward.  
 

http://www.asug.com/
mailto:PartnerPlace@asug.com
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There will be a continuous feedback loop and necessary remedies will be implemented as 
quickly as possible. Enhancements will be implemented two to four times per year, depending 
on need, until Partner Place and relevant processes are fully established. 
  

Return to top 

 
 

I’m a partner. How did ASUG get our profile information? 
 

The partner data to populate our system comes from SAP.  
 

Return to top 

 

 

I support SAP customers, but I am not in the directory. 
 

Contact SAP directly to verify your partner certification. Once SAP’s database has been 
updated, ASUG will receive the updated data.   
 
ASUG will define the process and the frequency of updates to our database based on user 
experience.  
 
Return to top 
 

 

My partner data is not accurate. How do I make changes? 
 

Update directly at www.sap.com/partners. The owner of the profile in Partner Place can only 
make changes to three fields in Partner Place directly: “Target Focus”, “Claim Business”, and 
“Expertise”.  
 
Note: 
o ASUG does not send updates to SAP. 
o ASUG gets a file upload from SAP quarterly. 
o In the interim, ASUG can make an update in Partner Place directly for you; but the same 

update would have to be requested at SAP also. When the SAP quarterly update comes 
from SAP to ASUG, SAP’s data will overwrite all current data in Partner Place, except for 
the three fields noted above. 

 
Return to top 

http://www.asug.com/
http://www.sap.com/partners
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I’m a new partner – just got certified. How do I get listed in Partner Place? 
 
ASUG gets a file upload from SAP quarterly. We will receive your data in the next upload if you 
are listed in www.sap.com/partners. 
 
Return to top 
 
 

How do I change the owner of my partner data in Partner Place?  
 

A representative of the partner firm can take “ownership” of their partner profile on Partner 
Place.   
 
o Simply find your company in Partner Place and click on “Claim Business”.   
o Enter your email address and contact information. Your email domain must match the 

domain of the partner.  
o A confirmation email will be sent to the email address you provide and to the previous 

owner of the profile.  
o Secure confirmation will be required before the profile is updated. 

 
“Claim Business” on the site makes you the primary contact for ASUG Partner Place, but does 
not change the contact for your business on SAP PartnerEdge.  
 
Update the rest of your data directly with SAP PartnerEdge.  

 

Return to top 
 

 

How can I escalate a complaint about Partner Place? 
 

Email us at PartnerPlace@asug.com. We will record and track your issue and assign the most 
appropriate resolution path, whether it is a technical issue, an issue with a customer review, 
your partner profile, or the process. Partner Place reviews and prioritizes all issues and will 
assign a case number to your issue.  
 

Return to top 
 

 

http://www.asug.com/
http://www.sap.com/partners
mailto:PartnerPlace@asug.com
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I’m a customer of a large firm that has several partner entries in Partner Place. How do I 
know which one to choose for my review? 
 

Our recommendation is that you go back to your statement of work or contract with the 
partner to identify the precise name and location of the partner with whom you contracted. 
 

Return to top 
 

 

Will my review of the partner remain confidential? 
 

Your name will remain confidential. However, the review and your company’s name will be 
posted in Partner Place. 
 

Return to top 
 

 

As a customer, who in my company should―or may―enter a review of a partner in 
Partner Place? 
 

Anyone can create a profile in Partner Place for themselves and review the work of a partner.  
 

Return to top 
 

 

Are the partners listed in Partner Place all certified SAP Partners? 
 

These are all partners that have joined the SAP partner program. This does not indicate that the 
partners or incumbents in their firm have received an educational certification qualifying them 
to deploy the particular product. 
 

Return to top 
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